Handy School

Revision Flashcards!

Flashcards: They may just be a rectangular piece of card or paper but they can work wonders for your revision. This revision tool is ideal when you need to remember vocabulary or specific grammar points.

Simply print out this document and cut around the edges of each individual flashcard.

Flash cards can be put to a variety of uses from card games and testing aids to signposts and quick reminders.

Four ways to use your flashcards for revision:
1) Why not stick the flashcards to their corresponding items around your house or bedroom to help you remember the word for each object in your target language?
2) Keep the flashcards in your pocket to glance over when you have a spare minute for example when on a bus or when on the move.
3) Why not write a translation on the reverse of the card to test yourself before flipping the card over to check that you had the right answer.
4) Why not give the flashcards to a friend or relative and ask them to devise test questions relating to what is written on them to see if you have learnt the words. This can be nerve-wracking, but helps you get used to being on the spot on the day of your final exam.

Good luck!
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Premier chapitre

Chapter One

L’étudiant / l’étudiante

The student...

L’étudiant / l’étudiante et le professeur

The student and the teacher...
L’étudiant / l’étudiante, le professeur et le contrôle...

The student, the teacher and the test...

L’étudiant / l’étudiante, le professeur, le contrôle et la poubelle

The student, the teacher, the test and the bin

Le mur...

Chapter Two

The wall...

Le mur et la fenêtre...

The wall and the window...

Le mur, la fenêtre et le bureau...

The wall, the window and the desk...
Le mur, la fenêtre, le bureau et la chaise...
The wall, the window, the desk and the chair...

Le mur, la fenêtre, le bureau, la chaise et l’étudiant / l’étudiante...
The wall, the window, the desk, the chair and the student...

... et la partie de football.
... and the football match.

Chapitre trois
Chapter Three

Le tableau...
The board...

Le tableau et le marqueur...
The board and the marker...
The board, the marker and the student.

L’ordinateur...

The computer...

L’ordinateur et le lecteur MP3...

The computer and the MP3 player...

L’ordinateur, le lecteur MP3 et le téléphone portable...

The computer, the MP3 player, and the mobile phone...

L’ordinateur, le lecteur MP3, le téléphone portable et la porte...

The computer, the MP3 player, the mobile phone and the door...

L’ordinateur, le lecteur MP3, le téléphone portable, la porte et le proviseur.

The computer, the MP3 player, the mobile phone, the door and the Head Master.
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Woohoo!!!
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Technology

Modern Foreign Languages

French

German

Spanish

Economics
Business

ICT (Information and Communication Technologies)

Chinese

Japanese

Humanities

Sociology
Law

Photography

Design

Textiles

the stationery

a pencil
un taille-crayon

a pencil sharpener

du papier

Paper

un stylo

a pen

une boîte à crayons

a pencil case

une calculatrice

a calculator

un cartable

a school bag
a notebook

un carnet de notes

a textbook

un livre de cours

a rubber

une gomme

a ruler

une règle